ACCELERATE YOUR CROSS-ORG
COLLABORATION WITH
CONFIDENCE & EASE

Create unified address lists across organizations & extend
centralized services to partner organizations without standing up
your own infrastructure or engaging in complex implementations.

What is CloudConnect?

Your Solution for Secure & Successful Cross-Org Collaboration:

CloudConnect is a service designed by Forsyte I.T. Solutions to accelerate
cross-organization collaboration by providing cross platform address book
synchronization & Azure guest account management. Organizations of all
sizes can effectively manage address list synchronizations & guest accounts
in a simple & easy to use interface.

Experience the Benefits of CloudConnect:

✓ Provides a unified address list across organizations & platforms (Office 365, G Suite, Exchange)
✓ Create Azure B2B accounts en-masse sourced from an Office 365 or G Suite tenants
✓ Extend Azure B2B account access to on-prem AD
✓ Enables synchronization in minutes, not weeks

CloudConnect provides a richer collaboration experience across tools such as
Microsoft Teams & makes it easy to quickly access the data you need. The product
supports multiple platforms & provides an automated method to access internal
resources for external organizations & global address list synchronization.

Cross-Org Collaboration  Guest Account Mgmt
Richer App Experience  Identity Mobility
Minimal Setup  Azure AD Advanced Security

CloudConnect provides a richer collaboration experience across tools such as
Microsoft Teams & makes it easy to quickly access the data you need.

Collaboration made simple.

Contact Us or Your Microsoft Account Executive to Get Started.
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